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TRAJECTORY

Frédéric earned his degree in graphic design from Collège Salette
in Montréal in 1997. Soon after, he was working with various
Montréal communications and design agencies, among them
GSM Design and Communications Breton. Concurrently with
this work, he embarked on his professional career as an artist by
participating in a live painting event at the Gare du Lac Carré. In
1999, along with seven other painters, he was chosen to present
his work at the Centre d’affaires Saint-Hubert. In 2000, among
various works exhibited in Montréal, he drew the public’s
attention with L’œil du Cyclope and Blacklachatte at Bobard.

He showed his work during the three-day multidisciplinary
event, Passage 2, for the Society for Arts and Technology (SAT).
The Centre des Arts Contemporains du Québec à Montréal
encouraged his artistic approach by offering him a creative space
as well as a meeting-place where he would perfect his technique.
That same year, Frédéric organized, jointly with an artists collec-
tive, the exhibition Prétexte at the Galerie L’Entre-Cadre (2002)
which promotes emerging artists.

In 2004, the Maison des arts et de la culture Saint-Faustin gave
him his first solo exhibition, Le Jardin d’O. He later showed his
work at the Galerie Batifole in Saint-Jovite (2005) and in North
Hatley for the Passerose event (2006). He continued producing,
for an exhibition in Mont-Tremblant entitled Terre de feu
(2007), and a later one in Montréal, Flock (2008). Also in 2008,
a live performance at the Bar le Velvet in Québec City as well as
a group show at the Pavillon de l’entrepôt for the Regroupement
des gens d’affaires de Lachine.

In the works: New York in 2010.

www.myspace.com/o_huard
www.m2v.qc.ca/o
o_huard@yahoo.ca
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Prétexte Exhibition 

LA FORÊT (2001) – Serie 2
48”X72”

Acrylic
Private collection
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Au terme imaginable, nous entrevoyons l’homme libéré de ses chaînes
inutiles, réaliser dans l’ordre imprévu, nécessaire de la spontanéité,
dans l’anarchie resplendissante, la plénitude de ses dons individuels.

D’ici là, sans repos ni halte, en communauté de sentiment avec les
assoiffés d’un mieux-être, sans crainte des longues échéances, dans
l’encouragement ou la persécution, nous poursuivrons dans la joie
notre sauvage besoin de libération.

Refus global 1

I am essentially self-taught. Painting summoned me. My first
contact with art was at the Collège, during a course on 

illustration when I experimented with an acrylic and gesso kit. I
remember that the teacher had remarked on the movement of my
texture and the rhythm of the colour.

It was only later, when seeking to fill moments of sadness or 
boredom, laughter and joy, that I took my kit out of the closet.
That’s when I went from a wood to a canvas support. As these
first paintings erupted from my hands and fingers, my field of
interest, my thirst for momentum and my desire to tear down the
walls of certainty and appearances stimulated my imagination.

As a result of my own questioning about my work and comments
by art lovers referring to the Automatiste movement, I recognized
a part of myself in the process of bringing inspiration and 
technique together. To make it my own, I deconstructed the 
figurative to total abstraction, in one fluid process, without 
hesitation. Personal references on methodology, the creative
process, were Marcelle Ferron, Riopelle, Pollock and Borduas.

1 English translation

We foresee a future in which man is freed from useless chains, to 
realize a plenitude of individuals gifts, in necessary unpredictability,
spontaneous and resplendent anarchy.

Until then, without surrender or rest, in community of feeling with
those who thirst for better life, without fear or setbacks, in encourage-
ment or persecution, we shall pursue in joy our overwhelming need
for liberation.

Source: Paul-Émile Borduas, Écrits/Writings 1942-1958 trans. and eds. 
François-Marc Gagnon and Dennis Young (Halifax: 1978), 45-54.
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FLOCK Exposition 

SPIDER (2007) – Série 7
60”X40”

Acrylic
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In this quest, I feel the need to dialogue with a living painting
before, during and after the act of creation. In order to feel free,
authentic, and receptive to the positive and the negative, I clear
my head of my fears and social schemes. I look for sincerity and
spontaneity of the heart and emotions. I seek a primary meaning,
but chiefly an overall meaning, of the colours expressed in the
texture and rythym: pacing, repetition and pause. Forte or piano,
allegro or adagio.

My inspiration also comes from an innermost desire to tap into
the magic booty of another universal consciousness for such
poetic things as metaphors, not only of phenomena, but especial-
ly, structures: Real things require relationships repeatedly renewed, or
challenged, or put to question: relationships impalpable, exacting and
dependent on the vivifying force of action. (Borduas).

I paint in response to an inner calling. I continually soak up 
stimuli, the vibrations of people and the space I inhabit. All this
information sketches in me impressions and a need for expression.
In front of a canvas, I let the emptiness of its white surface 
overwhelm me; my environment no longer has sway over me. It
is only through drawing or painting that I can express myself
completely, balancing body and spirit in the act.
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FLOCK Exposition 

POCAHONTAS (2008) – Serie 7
60”X40”

Acrylic
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Following a rhythm I feel, the expression of an emotion, I fling
and/or apply the acrylic onto the canvas. Using spatulas, squeegee
devices, I mix the colours directly on the canvas. I use a brush to
finish the painting. I work on a flat surface and constantly walk
around the painting. I look for one or more images that speak to
me. I see fragments of figuration, of a landscape, a character. It is
this dialogue that determines meaning. Sometimes retouches are
necessary. Then, when the canvas is lived in, when I am incapable
of expressing myself further, I arrive at the end of the process and
the beginning of another.

I like to be surprised by the painting and discover another reality
that gives me freedom of interpretation. I affect the work and the
work affects me. I provoke and let myself be led. The movement
of the natural light makes the texture vibrate by projecting shad-
ows, suggesting a new face, a detail that reinvents the work and
brings it to life.

On a canvas, I seek adventure, a relationship, a fantasy world, won-
drous or dark. Like a spectator, I attend the unveiling of its story.

Painting for me is an absolute, set against events over which we
have no control or cannot change. On a canvas, I give, I love,
because the work calls for magic, mystery and love beyond death.

Traduction: Penni Jacques
Redaction: Raymond Campagna

Frédéric O. Huard
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